buchenwald survivors ilona and henia karmel were seventeen and twenty years old when they entered the nazi labor camps from the kraków ghetto these remarkable poems were written during that time the sisters wrote the poems on worksheets stolen from the factories where they worked by day and hid them in their clothing during what she thought were the last days of her life henia entrusted the poems to a cousin who happened to pass her in the forced march at the end of the war the cousin gave them to henia s husband in kraków who would not locate and reunite with his wife for another six months this is the first english publication of these extraordinary poems fanny howe s deft adaptations preserve their freshness and innocence while making them entirely compelling they are presented with a biographical introduction that conveys the powerful story of the sisters survival from capture to freedom in 1946 this text guides you through the evolution of nursing s theoretical foundations and examines the ways in which these principles influence the practice of the discipline jacket this book provides a comprehensive overview and some economic analysis of china s economic reform experiences particularly
those since the late 1980s it covers many institutional details of key aspects of the chinese economy including fiscal and monetary management financial sector development state enterprise reform international trade foreign investment decentralization and regional development it is argued that while china has achieved a spectacular growth record over the past twenty years and its reform efforts have successfully laid the foundation of a market based economic management system the country continues to face major challenges in sustaining its growth performance homelessness strikes in all types of nations from wealthy western nations to poor undeveloped countries each government and culture attends to this worldwide problem differently this work collects eleven case studies of selected countries from around the world in order to offer a wide perspective on the dilemma of homelessness students can use this ready reference to compare and contrast homelessness populations analyze the ways in which various countries approach this issue and to evaluate what is precluding and encouraging this reaching issue the problem of homelessness is clearly defined here from a global perspective in addition the history and resulting conflicts that have risen from homelessness are outlined this ready reference analyzes the metamorphosis of the homelessness what solutions have been suggested and how effective these solutions have been students will learn to think critically about homelessness and what the future holds for each country as it battles with this seemingly unavoidable occurence contains the full texts of all tax court decisions entered from oct 24 1942 to date with case table and topical index books for new testament study by clyde weber votaw v 26 p 271 320 v 37 p 289 352 first published in 1914 this title was the first
comparative study of the marriage ceremonies in different parts of
morocco westermarck considers how ceremonial customs and rituals differ
across social and cultural groups throughout the country and discusses
their possible roots based on extensive primary research visiting many of
the tribes and places mentioned in the book this is a really fascinating
title of great value to students of sociology and cultural anthropology
with an interest in the foundations of the marriage ceremony between the
years of 1898 and 1926 edward westermarck spent a total of seven years in
morocco visiting towns and tribes in different parts of the country
meeting local people and learning about their language and culture his
findings are noted in this two volume set first published in 1926
alongside extensive reference material including westermarck s system of
transliteration and a comprehensive list of the tribes and districts
mentioned in the text the chapters discuss such areas as the influences
on and relationship between religion and magic in morocco the origins of
beliefs and practices curses and witchcraft this is the first volume of
two dealing with the same subject and will fascinate any student or
researcher of anthropology with an interest in the history of ritual
culture and religion in morocco reel women assembles an impressive list
of more than 2 400 films that feature female protagonists each entry
includes a brief description of the film and cites key artistic personnel
particularly female directors producers and screenwriters involved in its
production there was a village in palestine called ein houd whose people
traced their ancestry back to one of saladin s generals who was granted
the territory as a reward for his prowess in battle by the end of the
1948 arab israeli war all the inhabitants of ein houd had been dispersed
or exiled or had gone into hiding although their old stone homes were not destroyed in 1953 the israeli government established an artists cooperative community in the houses of the village now renamed ein hod in the meantime the arab inhabitants of ein houd moved two kilometers up a neighboring mountain and illegally built a new village they could not afford to build in stone and the mountainous terrain prevented them from using the layout of traditional palestinian villages that seemed unimportant at the time because the palestinians considered it to be only temporary a place to live until they could go home the palestinians have not gone home the two villages jewish ein hod and the new arab ein houd continue to exist in complex and dynamic opposition the object of memory explores the ways in which the people of ein houd and ein hod remember and reconstruct their past in light of their present and their present in light of their past honorable mention 1999 perkins book prize society for the study of narrative is natural childbirth a better way to have children to find out dr deborah tanzer conducted a pioneering study of the psychological impact of childbirth using both scientific documentation and the words of the women themselves dr tanzer demonstrates persuasively why natural methods yield striking psychological benefits for every member of the family jacket this definitive text demonstrates the connection between theoretical nursing and nursing practice and shows how research is related to both from nightingale to the present the author traces the work of major theorists through a description and analysis of the theory along with a critique and test of the theory coverage also includes the processes and strategies used to develop theory the most accepted criteria used to
analyze and critique theory and discussion on the use of theory to enhance the nursing profession four new chapters in the third edition provide students with the most current information on the development of concepts and theory and metatheory a nursing perspective patterns of knowing the syntax of the discipline strategies for concept development and theoretical thinking and practical wisdom challenges for the future bibliographies and reference lists have been expanded to include writings through early 1996 and incorporate contemporary philosophical discussions and interpretive approaches to knowledge development includes an abridged edition of 1908 catalog issued under title english prose fiction list of about 800 title
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